Appspace Layout and Interface

To help you familiarize with Appspace, the following illustrates the layout and interface of the Appspace software dashboard.

Appspace extensions drop-down menu

The Appspace extensions drop-down menu is the primary location for all Appspace extensions. You will be able to navigate to various extensions and additional resources.

Note:
The availability and accessibility of extensions vary depending on your Omni subscription type, user role, and general product availability.

Content Group

The Content group consists of extensions and resources that are related to media content and assets. These include but are not limited to the Library extension and the Appspace Marketplace.

Admin Group

The Admin group contains extensions and tools that are accessed by Appspace users to perform administrative tasks. These consist of the Users, Device Tasks, Networks, and Reports extensions.
System Group

The System group contains additional system and server-wide accessibility, and configuration options. These include Support, Account, Downloads, and additional configuration pages.

User Button

The User button includes a link to the user’s account profile. Users can switch from the Designer Interface to the Administrator Mode, switch locations, and change the default language, here.

Notifications

The Notifications button displays a list of notifications on user activity, user group or invitation activity, and content approval activity.

Help (Knowledge Center) Button

The Help button is a quick link to the Appspace Knowledge Center for all Appspace product documentation that includes a variety of user guides for help with the configuration, implementation, deployment, and best practices of Appspace.

Extension Bar

The blue bar displays the name of any extension or page that is currently being viewed.